General Terms and Conditions of culture-images
GmbH (hereinafter “culture-images”)

I. General Remarks
1. Our offers, electronic transfers of pictures and gran
ting of utilization rights are subject to change and not
limited to the GTCs stated hereinafter.
2. Diverging terms and conditions stated by the client
are valid only if acceptance is confirmed in writing by
culture-images. Terms and conditions of the client that
are referred to on order forms, delivery confirmations
and alike are hereby rejected.
3. The terms “picture” and “pictorial material” refer to
all electronic data containing pictorial information on
all media (e.g. CD ROM), on the internet, or archived
in online or offline databases.
4. Complaints referring to the content of the picture
delivery must be lodged by telephone within two wor
king days subsequent to receipt of the pictorial materi
al by the client and in writing within another three wor
king days. Complaints referring to technical or other
hidden flaws must be lodged in writing within ten wor
king days subsequent to discovery. In the event that
no such complaint is lodged, any liability by cultureimages for costs that may have arisen or are arising
shall be rejected.
5. The delivery of our pictorial material does not auto
matically constitute permission for publication. Our
written prior release is essential, especially for types
of reproduction which are usually subject to a claim to
prior rights, as well as for the utilization for advertising
purposes of pictures showing the likenesses of actual
persons. This is subject to a condition subsequently
requiring complete payment of the agreed fee.
6. Upon ordering the pictures but no later than prior to
technical utilization of the pictures the client must
state type, volume and distribution region of intended
utilization. In accordance with the information supplied
by the client, culture-images will issue a statement of
release. In the event of discrepancy between the infor
mation supplied by the client and the actual type of
utilization, the permission of utilization is considered
not to have been granted and culture-images shall be
exempt from any third party claims for damage com
pensation.
7. All pictures supplied by culture-images are furnis
hed with a picture number and a copyright proof. The
client shall be obliged to always ensure that this infor
mation is not removed from the pictorial material;
this applies especially to digital pictorial data.
8. The receipt of the GTCs and delivery of the ordered
pictures constitute a contract of loan for use. Supplied
pictorial material will always remain culture-images' or
the author's property. Such material is made available
exclusively in a preliminary manner and for the acqui
sition and exercise of utilization rights in the sense of
the copyright.

II. Fees and Utilization Agreement
1. culture-images provides its customers Internet ac
cess to its pictorial database. In order to be able to
use all functions, a release by culture-images is requi
red. Subsequent to examination the customer will be
given a password and customer identification number.
The customer shall be liable for all costs and dama
ges resulting from use of password and customer
identification number. Access and research are free of
charge.
For the delivery of ordered pictorial data a processing
fee and digital costs will be charged. culture-images
does not assume any responsibility or guarantee for
damages resulting from potential flaws in the databa
se. culture-images reserves the right to block custo
mers and/or refuse access.
2. Any use of our pictorial material is subject to pay
ment of fees and requires our prior written approval.
This applies also to the utilization of a picture or porti
on thereof as model for drawings, caricatures, imitati
ons, utilization for layout purposes and customer pre
sentations as well as for utilization of pictures and/or
portions thereof which become part of a new picture
by means of assembly, photo composing, electronic
picture processing or similar techniques.
3. The utilization of the pictures requires an express
release statement by culture-images conditional upon
prior agreement as to purpose of utilization, total num
ber of copies, distribution area and resulting fees. lf
the client fails to supply precise specifications the
agency shall be entitled to charge a lump-sum fee. All
fee information supplied in offers, price lists and other
documents are net prices to which value added tax
and social security payment for self-employed artists
will be added.
4. Only release statements made in writing shall be
valid; they shall be contingent on the presentation of
invoice by culture-images. Granting of utilization rights
shall be subject to the complete payment of the
agreed fees. lf no specific fees have been negotiated,
utilization shall be charged according to remuneration
customary for the market and determined by the Mit
telstandsgemeinschaft Foto-Marketing (MFM - Asso
ciation of Medium-Sized Ventures for Photo Marke
ting). The rights granted by release statement and the
resulting fees only apply to one-time utilization for the
agreed purpose, volume and language area. Any
other utilization and other expansion of the originally
granted utilization rights are again subject to fee pay
ment and require our prior written approval.
5. Exclusive rights and blocking periods must be ne
gotiated separately and result in a supplement to the
respective basic fee, the amount of which must be de
termined.
6. As soon as the client advises that he/she intends to
use the supplied pictorial material as a whole or in
parts, culture-images shall be entitled to charge
him/her for the granting of utilization rights even if the
publication or other utilization has not yet occurred.

7. In the event that the planned publication or other
utilization does not occur, fees that have already been
paid will not be refunded. 8. Fee payment must al
ways be effected with inclusion of client number and
invoice number. If no invoice number is available (in
the event of so-called direct payers via marked copy)
the calculation must precisely state which picture (in
cluding picture number) was used in which publication
and in which spot. If such data are missing an additio
nal fee may be charged, the amount of which shall be
determined by the extent of additional expense.
9. With the objective of facilitating subsequent extensi
ve pictorial utilization, culture-images shall permit the
following usages which are subject to revocation:
a. Archiving the pictorial data on CD ROM by Mauri
tus.
b. Archiving transferred pictorial data in an offline da
tabase for a period of 6 weeks.
c. Thumbnail and preview pictorial data as well as pic
torial data from CD ROM shall be released for repro
duction on screens and printouts (hard copies) for the
following purposes: pictorial selection, internal presen
tation, internal review, document for discussion and
layout.
10. For transfer and/or storage of high resolution pic
torial data a fee at least in the amount of the fee appli
cable for layout utilization shall be due. More extensi
ve claims shall be expressly reserved.

III. Limitation of the Right of Disposal, Liability,
Utilization Rights and Copyrights
1. In principle only the utilization right in the photogra
phic copyright is transferred. This especially applies to
pictures which, owing to their pictorial content, are
subject to additional copyright protection (e.g. works
of formative or performing arts). The redemption of
additional copyrights as well as the obtaining of publi
cation permits from collections, museums, etc. shall
be the user's responsibility.
2. It shall not be permitted to pass the pictorial materi
al or the right of reproduction on to third parties. Neit
her is it allowed to produce any type of copies or du
plicates of the pictures or pass them on to third par
ties. Exceptional cases require our prior written appro
val. The client is obliged to inform us whether and to
what extent copies and/or duplicates and/or other
samples for his/her own archiving purposes have
been produced.
3. We expressly reserve the right to transfer seconda
ry rights to performing rights societies and reject any
provisions according to which the acceptance of fees
excludes the payment of performance rights.
4. The user shall be obliged to adhere to the publicati
on principles defined by the Deutsche Presserat (Ger
man Press Council - press code of conduct). The user
and/or client is responsible for the accompanying text.
For violation of such rights the user is solely responsi
ble for

damage compensation to potential third parties.
5. Utilization with diverging tendencies and falsificati
on in picture and word as well as utilization resulting in
disparaging treatment of the depicted persons are not
permitted. The user shall be obliged to provide com
pensation for any damage that the agency may suffer
due to such utilization. Pictures showing persons from
the public arena or well-known athletes must not be
used in a manner which implies an endorsement of a
certain product or contains textual or biased alienati
on. The client shall be responsible for obtaining any
required approvals.
6. culture-images shall not be liable for the utilization
of pictorial material showing brands, trademarks or
protected products, designs or graphs. The client is
solely responsible for obtaining the required permissi
ons.
7. The decision about whether the intended utilization
of pictures requires explicit permission suitable for the
specific utilization in terms of model release (rights in
one's own picture, especially in the case of persons or
building interiors) can only be made by the client. The
refore we cannot guarantee the existence of a suitably
valid permission unless such permission was underta
ken by us in writing. Without the mentioned written un
dertaking any liability shall be excluded to the extent
that culture-images can be accused neither of intent
nor of gross negligence.
8. Although culture-images will treat every order with
utmost care we cannot assume any liability for loss or
damage resulting from failure to deliver pictorial mate
rial in a timely manner, defective pictorial material, in
accuracy of picture description or of potentially deli
vered programs. To the extent that culture-images can
be accused neither of intent nor of gross negligence
any liability shall be excluded.
IV. Statement of Copyright
1. To the extent that no provisions to the contrary
have been previously stated, any utilization shall be
subject to the regulations of the German Copyright
Act.
2. With reference to § 13 UrhG (German Copyright
Act) we expressively request an agency and copyright
statement in a manner which leaves no doubt about
the attribution to the respective picture. Collective pic
ture documentation is only sufficient in this sense if it
permits unmistakable attribution to the respective pic
ture.
3. The user shall hold the picture agency harmless
from any third party claims resulting from the failure to
include copyright statements. This also applies to ad
vertising as well as to inserts in TV programs or other
media, unless an express special agreement has
been concluded.
4. In accordance with § 25 VerlagsG (German Act
Concerning the Law of Publication) we shall be provi
ded with a minimum of two complete voucher copies
without special request and free of charge.

V. Costs, Contractual Penalty, Flat-Rate
Compensation for Damage
1. We submit charges for the procurement of thirdparty material and information, intermediary and/or in
formation fees resulting from the type and scope of in
curred expense. Offsetting with potential utilization
fees is not possible. Through payment of such costs
the client acquires neither utilization nor property
rights.
2. By providing compensation for damage and/or pay
ing the contractual penalty determined according to
these terms and conditions and/or effecting payment
for the costs listed under item F1 the client acquires
neither utilization nor property rights in the pictorial
material.
3. In the event of unauthorized utilization, disfigure
ment or forwarding of our pictorial material, unauthori
zed forwarding of reproduction rights to third parties,
unauthorized generation of any kind of copies and du
plicates as well as forwarding of such material to third
parties a minimum fee in the amount of five times the
customary utilization fee shall be payable. Further
claims for damage compensation shall be reserved.
4. lf the copyright and/or agency statement is missing
we shall be entitled to a 100% supplement in addition
to the respective utilization fee as well as any incurred
administrative charges.
5. Digital pictorial data must be erased after a maxi
mum of four weeks. Permission for deadline extension
must be individually negotiated. In the event that data
are erased subsequent to the expiration of the erasure
deadline, blocking fees shall be applicable. By pay
ment of such blocking fees no utilization rights are ac
quired. culture-images provides its customers Internet
access to its pictorial database. In order to be able to
use all functions, a release by culture-images is requi
red. Subsequent to examination the customer will be
given a password and customer identification number.
The customer shall be liable for all costs and dama
ges resulting from use of password and customer
identification number. Access and research are free of
charge. For the delivery of ordered pictorial data a
processing fee and digital costs will be charged. cul
ture-images does not assume any responsibility or
guarantee for damages resulting from potential flaws
in the database. culture-images reserves the right to
block customers and/or refuse access.
VI. Concluding Provisions
1. Our invoices are always payable net immediately.
2. Place of jurisdiction and place of performance for
both parties shall exclusively be Cologne, Germany.
3. Deliveries abroad shall also be governed by Ger
man law. 4. The client agrees to us storing and elec
tronically processing his personal data to the extent to
which they refer to our business relationship and be
come available to us in the course of cooperation.
5. lf any provision of these GTCs is or becomes inva
lid, it shall be replaced by a provision which shall be
as close as possible to the desired objective. The vali

dity of the remaining provisions remains unaffected.

